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Effective Attraction Tool The audience of the exhibition is 
more than 8000 visitors

EXHIBITORS 
found new customers95% 98% VISITORS 

reached the goal

THREE 
DAYS

more than 

150 
over 

80 PROGRAM
ACTIVITIES

COMPANIES ACTIVE PRESENTATIONS 
from active industry players

HoReCa. RetailTech — annual industry exhibition dedicated 
to the restaurant market, catering industry and hospitality 
in the Republic of Belarus.



Exhibition Visitor Company Profile
16,5% restaurants / cafes

12,8% retailers / distribution chains

12,8% pastry shops

11,0% manufacturers / suppliers of equipment / services

8,3% hotels / motels / private guest houses

7,3% bars

6,4%   coffee houses

2,8%   food / beverage manufacturer / supplier

0,9%   advertising / printing

8,3%  others
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12,8%

11,0% 12,8%

8,3%

7,3%

6,4%

8,3%
2,8%

0,9%

Visitors will be able to personally 
meet with suppliers of products, 
raw materials and equipment, test 
new products, learn about the 
benefits and possible conditions 
of cooperation.

VISITORS
HoReCa.

RetailTech



The status and profession of visitors to the exhibition

38,3% Director / Manager / Deputy. Director / Head of Division

18,2% Specialist

12,6% Purchasing / Sales Manager

7,7% Chef / Brand Chef / Su-Chef / Confectioner / Baker

4,7% Individual entrepreneur

4,5% Bartender / Barista

2,9% Administrator

10,9% Other (teacher, lawyer, accountant, technologist, economist, 
bank specialist, student)

VISITORS

A wide acquaintance with industry innovations 
and business development prospects will be 
discussed as part of the business program of 
the exhibition at presentations, master classes 
and seminars, which will be held by reputable 
market experts.
The purpose of the exhibition is to create 
optimal conditions for establishing business 
networking with market operators.
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”

”
Tatyana Valentinovna Piskunova, Bobruisk wholesale base

– Thanks to the exhibition, invaluable experience was gained, which in the 
future will surely help us to plan the presentation of our company in exhibitions 
of a similar format with the highest quality. A number of valuable contracts 
were concluded that will contribute to the growth of trade, as well as a key 
direction for the development of our company was identified. In our opinion, 
the total mass of visitors to the exhibition are small and medium-sized 
representatives of the HoReCa segment. Representatives of large retailers 
were present, but not more than 10% of the total.
To participate in the exhibition, our company has prepared a wide range of 
RobinSdobin brand products. The greatest interest from visitors was observed 
in confectionery and culinary products (first and second courses, sandwich 
group).

”

”

– The festival was held as always soundly – with an interesting program 
from morning until evening for all three days, which went in two streams: 
the restaurant business and tea - one stream of lectures and 
presentations, and tea culture - the second stream. As always, there was a 
small cultural program and there were colorful guests, judges who gave 
the event a highlight. Of course, the championship itself with two 
categories combined the restaurant theme, showing how you can brew tea 
and tea culture, as participants performed with the most diverse traditions 
of brewing tea. The most interesting, of course, was a speech by William 
Lee, vice president of the Korean Tea Association, his story and tea 
brewing, as well as speeches by domestic and foreign experts about the 
tea culture of Japan, China, and England.

Alena Velichko, head of the tea studio and organizer
Tea Festival "9525"

PARTICIPANTS REVIEWS
ON HoReCa. RetailTech 2019 



Pizza Expo will present new business concepts for modern 
pizzerias, bakery equipment, and service solutions. Guests will find 
the "Pizza Championship", where professionals will compete and 
compete in the skills and competencies for the title of the best 
pizza maker in the country.
Who is the best cooker of classic Italian pizza? We know who they 
are, the best pizza makers of the Republic of Belarus at the “Pizza 
Championship 2020”.
We invite manufacturers of products and baking equipment 
to take part in the exposition Pizza Expo and 
become partners of the championship!

Cake/Pie/Bun HoReCa Pizza Expo   

Solutions for the “sweet business”, equipment for pastry 
shops and mini-bakeries, equipment and ingredients for 
confectioners and bakers will be located at the Cake / Pie / 
Bun HoReCa festival venue. All three days, visitors to the 
exhibition will be able to take part in master classes on 
confectionery and baking art.

What's new and interesting will be presented by HoReCa. RetailTech? 

And why you can not miss it!

HoReCa.
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FREE KITCHEN StyleS НоReCa
Active acquaintance with the products of local manufacturers 
awaits visitors at the FREE KITCHEN festival. The focus is on the 
product location and new stories of flavor combinations from 
local products. Experienced chefs in real time will create their 
dishes from local products. The motto of the festival is “Tasty, 
simple, affordable!”. The aim of the festival is to establish direct 
contacts between food producers and HoReCa and RetailTech 
market professionals.

The StyleS HoReCa serving and decoration contest will advertise 
fashion trends, will help create new “serving” trends, and will help 
to quickly test products among the target audience.
Varieties of plates, table setting in a restaurant, a waiter serving 
technique, how to properly place cutlery - the answers to these 
and other questions, visitors will learn from the contest 
participants. Do not miss the holiday of style, taste and 
gastronomic aesthetics!

HoReCa.
RetailTech

What's new and interesting will be presented by HoReCa. RetailTech? 

And why you can not miss it!



COFFEE FEST BELARUS EXPO 

For the second year, the COFFEE FEST BELARUS EXPO 
professional coffee event will be held as part of the HoReCa 
exhibition space. ReTailTech. Visitors will be able to observe 
the national champions among the barista Coffee in good 
spirits and Kaptesting, become participants in coffee 
workshops and presentations, talk with the headliners of the 
coffee industry, and taste craft coffee.

The Atmosphere Bar Show will bring together the best bars of 
Belarus, Ukraine and Russia, recognized bar experts and the 
best distributors of bar products. Distributors of bar equipment 
and alcohol will introduce the bar community to their brand, and 
will establish contacts with bar managers. Visitors to HoReCa 
will be able to gain new knowledge, get acquainted with the 
practical experience of successful professionals from the bar 
industry, and try original cocktails designed specifically for the 
exhibition.

What's new and interesting 
will be presented by HoReCa. RetailTech?

And why you can not miss it!

Bar Show "Atmosphere»

HoReCa.
RetailTech



Culinary Show
culinary art festival

You can learn more about the festival participants and recipes 
of original dishes at horecaexpo.by.

Open performances of Belarusian cooks will again attract the 
attention of visitors to the exhibition at the Culinary Show 
festival of culinary art.

In 2019, 57 author's culinary dishes were presented for the 
assessment of the expert commission. Chefs from different 
cities of Belarus took part in the festival: Polotsk, Lyuban, 
Minsk, Smilovichi, Orsha, Vileika, Gomel, Borisov, Mogilev, 
Molodechno, Postav, Lepel, Grodno, Smorgoni, Gorodok, 
Vysokogo, Dubrovno, Slutsk, Zhlobin, Vitebsk and Mozyr. Cooking 
masters exchanged new ideas, gave presentations and tastings 
for the audience of the HoReCa exhibition. RetailTech.

HoReCa.
RetailTech

What's new and interesting 
will be presented by HoReCa. RetailTech?

And why you can not miss it!

We invite you to participate in the "Culinary Show 
2020"!
Organizers of the festival: Education Committee of the Minsk 
City Executive Committee, Republican Institute of Professional 
Education and Exhibition Company “Expoforum”.

CULINARY
Show

http://horecaexpo.by/kulinar-show


Chef Minsk Marriott Hotel
“Being a cook is the dream of my life.”

The brand-chef of Restoratsiya 
company and re-store.by store, the 
inspiration behind rebox.by delivery.

Leading chef of the culinary television 
project “50 recipes of the first” in the 
program “Get Good Shots of Belarus”, chef 
of the program “Health” on the TV channel 
“Belarus 1” 2013

Vyacheslav 
Horbatov

Anton
Kalenik

Evgeniy
Makarevich

Alexander went all the way, from trainee to 
chef and manager.
A graduate of the famous French culinary 
school ROUGIE, a graduate of international 
level. Twice received the award as the best 
chef of the capital.

Alexander
Petriman

Artyom
Raketskiy

Alexander
Chikilevsky

Chef of the Chekhov café-lounge, TV 
presenter, member of the Federation of 
Professional Chefs and Confectioners of 
Russia, graduate of the most popular 
school of Russia Ask the Chef, participant 
of international gastronomic festivals and 
competitions in Belarus and the Russian 
Federation.

Chef of the Litvins Restaurant.
WACS Certified Judge in the Culinary Arts 
and Hot Cuisine category (World 
Association of Chefs' Societies - World 
Association of Chef Communities).

COOKS EXPERT COMMISSION
Culinary Show
culinary art festival



FoodMarket
craft and farm fair of products

The festival "Culinary Show" will host a fair of craft and farm 
products for the restaurant market "FoodMarket".

By becoming participants you will be able to demonstrate 
products at the HoReCa exhibition. RetailTech, attract 
attention with new products and terms of cooperation, 
expand the geography and establish personal contacts with 
relevant specialists.

Exhibition HoReCa. RetailTech is a large-scale exhibition and 
educational event, here a wide acquaintance of specialists 
with industry innovations takes place, business development 
prospects are discussed, cooks, bakers, confectioners, 
representatives of the tea, coffee and bar segments 
exchange experiences, ideas and copyrighted culinary 
developments.

HoReCa.
RetailTech

We invite you to participate in the agricultural 
sector of the Republic of Belarus!

What's new and interesting 
will be presented by HoReCa. RetailTech?

And why you can not miss it!



Section "Restaurant business”
џ kitchen equipment: for fast food, dining room, cooking, restaurants, cafes; bakery and 

electromechanical: for pizzerias, mini bakeries and pastry shops; bar equipment; 
demonstration, service, refrigeration, equipment; dishwashers, distribution lines

џ kitchen tools
џ crockery and cutlery
џ professional textiles, serving items and decor
џ restaurant furniture, bar counters
џ cleaning solutions
џ automation and control systems
џ design and advertising services
џ consulting, information resources

џ fish and seafood, exotic fish, delicacies
џ meat, exotic meats, deli meats
џ poultry, semi-finished poultry
џ frozen convenience foods
џ restaurant specialties
џ premium cheeses and dairy products
џ local farm products
џ snack products, nuts, dried fruits, crackers, bread rolls, popcorn
џ additives and ingredients, spices
џ vegetables, fruits, mushrooms
џ premium alcohol, cognac, wine
џ beer
џ soft drinks: juices, kvass, mineral waters
џ products for vending networks
џ packaging

Section "Products. Ingredients. Beverages”

Exhibition products will be presented
in six thematic sections:

HoReCa.
RetailTech



Section "Tea. Coffee”
џ elite tea, collection, packaged
џ tea ware and accessories
џ coffee, coffee machines, coffee utensils and accessories
џ coffee roasting and grinding equipment
џ professional water treatment
џ syrups, toppings, additives
џ cocoa, chocolate, chocolate processing equipment
џ confectionery and bakery products

Section "RetailTech”
џ equipping trade objects
џ trading equipment for weighing, packaging, bar coding
џ refrigeration and freezing equipment for storing food and semi-finished 

products
џ trade furniture: racks, counters, showcases, slides
џ inventory trolleys, self-service baskets, customer pass system
џ vending machines, terminal equipment, deposit machines
џ automated control and accounting systems for trade enterprises: ERP, CRM, 

WMS
џ technical equipment for trade enterprises: barcode scanners, print printers, data 

collection terminals, consumables and maintenance
џ control and safety systems: turnstiles, video surveillance systems to ensure the 

safety of trading floors and warehouses
џ professional cleaning equipment and supplies, detergents
џ design and advertising media
џ packaging, warehouse, trade and warehouse logistics
џ disposable tableware

Thematic sections
HoReCa.

RetailTech



Section "Hotel World”
џ management and design of hotel facilities, architectural and 

engineering support
џ IT systems for automation of management and accounting 

technologies in the hotel business
џ furniture and decor: design of guest rooms, special rooms, lighting 

solutions, windows, doors, building materials, plumbing and equipment
џ professional textiles: bedding and accessories
џ perfumery accessories
џ air conditioning equipment
џ integrated cleaning equipment
џ equipment for dry cleaners and laundries, equipment for gyms, 

massage services and hotel SPA-zones
џ bowling equipment, gaming machines and technologies
џ sound and presentation equipment

Section “Franchising”
џ franchises and support
џ consulting

Thematic sections
HoReCa.

RetailTech



August-October November-April

When ordering an individual design concept of the stand, the cost is calculated according to the formula: the 
cost of renting unequipped space + the cost of additional equipment, construction, engineering and advertising 
and design services.
The list of services is given in Application Forms No. 2, No. 3 and will be sent on request.

§ Permanent participants (who participated in the exhibition 1 or more times) are given a 10% discount 
on the cost of unequipped space.

§ In case of early booking of the exhibition area before October 31, 2019, see the section “Base Prices”

§ Depending on the size of the rented exhibition space

Coffee Championship partners 15% discount

5% 10% 15% 25%20%

9-17             18-35               36-54                     55-71                    свыше 72Area size (sq. m.)

Discounts

EX
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M
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S
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Discounts

Unequipped area

Equipped Area

ALL
DISCOUNTS

ARE CUMULATIVE

Prices are in Euros excluding VAT VAT=20%

60
+ 20%VAT

58
+ 20%VAT

90
+ 20%VAT

88
+ 20%VAT

Price for 1 square. m for the entire period of the exhibition, EUR
(upon conclusion of the contract)

Base prices



91 Pritytskogo str., office 432
220140 Minsk, Belarus

EXPOFORUM Exhibition Company

EXPOFORUM.BY

Organizer:

Contacts:

Alexander Nicolaevich, 
Head of International Department

for all questions

HoReCa. 
RetailTech location

Speed skating stadium
MSCC Minsk-Arena
111 A Pobediteley av.
Minsk, Belarus

We invite you to participate in 2020!

+ (375 17) 314 34 38
+ (375 29) 603 24 86         
global@expoforum.by

7–9 April 2020

HORECAEXPO.BY
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